
MGCCN Outright Hillclimb Championship

Scoring method.
This series will comprise of 6 (six) Ringwood Hillclimbs included in the Tar Speed series. A
member must record a valid finishing time in at least 4 (four) of the 6 (six) Tar Series hillclimb
rounds to be eligible. Results from the members best 5 (five) rounds will be used to calculate the
pointscore. The members choice of vehicle or class will not be taken into consideration for this
pointscore.

Points will be awarded based on the members outright finishing position, on the following scale:
• 1st = 13 pts.
• 2nd = 11 pts.
• 3rd = 9 pts.
• 4th = 7 pts.
• 5th = 6 pts.
• 6th = 5 pts.
• 7th = 4 pts.
• 8th = 3 pts.
• 9th = 2 pts.
• 10th = 1 pt.

In the event of multiple competitors scoring an equal time, they will be awarded equal points for the
finishing position achieved. The following position(s) will be skipped based on the number of to
tied competitors, eg. A two-way tie for first place will see both competitiors awarded 13 points, with
the next competitor awarded 9 points based on finishing third.

Non-MGCCN members positions will not be taken into account for the pointscore. For example, if 
a non member was first outright, then the highest placed MGCCN member will still be awarded 13 
points.

Tie Breaker.
In the case of a tie in the final pointscore, the effected member with the highest finishing position in
any eligible round will be ranked higher. Where this still results in a tie, the number of times that 
finishing position was achieved will be taken into consideration. If required, this will continue for 
the second highest placing, third highest placing and so on until there is a difference.

Awards.
The winner will receive a perpetual trophy to be held for the following year, and a smaller trophy to
keep. Trophies will also be awarded for second and third place.

2021 Variation.
Due to the championship being announced after the first round has been run, the following
variations for the 2021 Championship year has been agreed on:
• A member must record a valid finishing time in at least 3 (three) of the 6 (six)
Tar Series hillclimb rounds.
• Results from the best 4 (four) rounds will be used to calculate the pointscore.


